THE LEIBERTS' WEDDING
A MATRIMONIAL MAGGOT
Progressive 3 couple longways – Jig
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1st man sets right and left moving forward towards 1st woman.
1st man falls back, while 1st woman turns single half-way, looks over her shoulder and
beckons her partner to follow.
1st couple, woman in the lead, dance round outside the 2nd woman into 2nd place improper,
2nd couple moving up.
1st woman sets right and left moving forward towards 1st man.
1st woman falls back, while 1st man turns single half-way, looks over his shoulder and
beckons his partner to follow.
1st couple, man in the lead, dance round outside 3rd woman into 3rd place proper, 3rd couple
moving up.
1st couple lead up between 3rd couple, who move down into their original place.
2nd couple take 1st couple by inside hands and wheel them round through the top and back
into middle place (as in "The Bishop" B music, bars 1-4).
3rd couple in the same way, wheel the 1st couple through the bottom back to middle place.
1st couple lead up to the top place, 2nd couple moving down.
All three couples promenade round to the left half-way, inverting set.
Continue promenade hold, the men wheel their partners round so that all are proper and set
is upside down. (i.e. 3rd couple at the top, 2nd couple in the middle, 1st couple at the
bottom.)
All go back-to-back with partners.
1st couple lead up to the middle place, 2nd couple cast down to the bottom, while 3rd couple,
at the top, turn single, man to left and woman to right.

REPEAT the whole dance twice more, each couple leading in turn.

